
Rube Goldberg 
Reuben Garrett Lucius "Rube" Goldberg was an American cartoonist, sculptor, 
author, engineer and inventor. He is best known for a series of popular cartoons 
depicting complex gadgets that perform simple tasks in indirect, convoluted 
ways. Wikipedia 
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Making It Complicated 

Rube Goldberg, as the Wikipedia describes him, was a genius at engineering 
worthless contraptions.  They all “worked” in that the Sun would come up, the 
rooster would crow, the Hen would lay an egg, which would fall into a holder, 
which would then spin 180 degrees, trip a lever, which would release a spring, 
which would hit a domino, which would send a chain of falling dominos over 
ramps and even around corners, the last one hitting a switch, which would turn 
on a light. 

He could take the most simple task that would only take 1, 2 or 3 steps to 
complete, and create a dazzling, mind-bending array of moves, 20, 30, 50 steps 
required… probably more. It was an art form. It was a mental exercise. It was 
totally silly.  

That sort of deliberate, methodical complexity was breath-taking in its day. In a 
way, it still is, only we call it by other names; Waste of Time, Waste of Taxpayer 
Money, Smoke & Mirrors… all in all, the same series of wild motions, each with 
the sole purpose of NOT going directly at the problem.  Further, each step costs 
money because each step is managed by even more bureaucracy and 
redundancy.  

The only real difference between a Rube Goldberg contraption, and the song and 
dance artists at the BIA, FBI, DHHS, IHS and the rest of the Alphabet Soup is 
this: Eventually, Goldberg’s motions all accomplished a simple task, while all 
these movements by a very corrupt system are designed to not accomplish 
anything, but rather, to exhaust anyone trying to navigate the curves, turns, 
switchbacks, chutes and ladders. 

When I hear anyone from the Tribe, BIA or any of the State, County or Federal 
Agencies, in response to the Question: “Have you rescued any of the children 
you KNOW are housed with REGISTERED SEX OFFENDERS?” Or: “HAVE 
YOU ARRESTED EVEN ONE OF THOSE SEX OFFENDERS?” give a long, 
boring, detailed description of what they ARE doing: “Applying for more funding, 
so we can get new Fingerprinting Equipment so we can stop this from happening 
in the future…” I see a Rube Goldberg Contraption that will never ever complete 
the simple task.  
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They are refusing to rescue those children. They are refusing to arrest known 
sexual offenders. They are refusing to investigate charges of child rape, child 
abuse, assault, domestic assault… but they do want more money so they can get 
a new fingerprint machine, so they can ask for more money so they can train 
people on how to use the fingerprint machine, so they can… wait… what? Over 
there, in that house, Three Registered Sex offenders have children, small 
children, living with them… how complex does opening a door have to be?  

These same, overly complicated minds find no problem in showing up at the 
homes of people who are protecting and caring for children, and snagging them 
out without warning, without hearings, without cause. 

We saw last month where an infant was stolen from a family by the Tribal Police 
on orders from the same Tribal Social Services who can’t find the Registered Sex 
Offenders (addresses listed on State Websites, and on Police lists), can go into a 
home and grab an infant as ‘retaliation’ for that family standing up and standing 
behind another family member who DARED voice a complaint against the Tribal 
Chairman or any of the other Corrupt, over-paid despots.   

Be convicted of child rape? No problem. You can keep your kids and we will give 
you more children. Speak up about the corruption? Well, we can go into your 
home and steal your child and really, there is nothing you can do about it.  The 
BIA, the FBI, they are the thug enforcers and they just laugh at you.  Now, hush.  

Shaking The Tree of Corruption 

Mark Little Owl’s arrest earlier this month shook up a lot of people who had, all 
these decades, been able to rely on the general apathy of the public at large to 
not notice, nor care if they did, any crimes committed by those who draw their 
power from the rez.   

Since True History has never been taught in any of our schools, no one really 
understands what is going on in Indian Country.  Stereo types and assumptions 
will do just fine.  People have no idea how ignorant they are when they say things 
like “They chose to live there..” as if people living on the rez should expect to be 
mistreated and the rest of us should condemn them for being mistreated, rather 
than all of us coming together to teach and learn what is really happening, how it 
got this way, and what we can do, collectively, to remedy the problems.  

Those who benefit the most from that ignorance are the first to yell “Racist!” at 
anyone that is digging to get to the truth.  Anyone helping to turn over the rocks 
and revealing the stink beneath them, is a threat.  Many people decide they don’t 
want to be called racist, so they back off.   

Never let a lie about who you are, what you are doing or why you are doing it, 
stop you from doing what you know is right.  

The greater media attention has brought more light and sharper focus to the 
issues in Spirit Lake Nation, White Earth Reservation, and a few others. We are, 
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collectively, beginning to see a pattern of corruption, supported not by an inept 
system, but rather by a strategically corrupt system that acts inept, in order to 
deflect guilt. 

If the problems were only in one place, only one time events, we might be 
persuaded to believe that. But we can see, in all these reservations where these 
issues exist, and they exist in most of the reservations, not just a few, that the 
government at all levels, responds to cover the crime, protect the criminal, 
harass, intimidate the victims, and “keep the lid on” so no one outside looks at 
this and sees what it is.  

The BIA and their “Strike Team” were one such hoax played upon ND and all 
taxpayers in general. What did they ‘strike’, exactly? Certainly not the front door 
where children are forced to live with registered sex offenders.  And, under their 
amazing on-site presence, Mark Little Owl was hired. A man with a criminal 
history that had not yet been cleaned over. I’d still like to know how he got those 
convictions erased.  For an ‘innocent man’ his repeat behaviors have been 
legendary… and earned him yet another arrest.  

Meanwhile, he sits in a hotel room that costs the tribe $200-300 per day. He pays 
no rent.  

Think about that.  

And he gets paid while he waits for his trial.  Think about that.  

Tribal Council claims they are not using the Tribe’s Attorneys to defend him… but 
have they hired outside council to defend him? Who, exactly is paying his legal 
fees?  They’ve hired outside council in the past, despite having one or more law 
firms on permanent retainer, so that would be nothing new.  

Then again, at $200-300 per night, roughly $6,000 – 9,000 extra pocket change 
per month for mister Little Owl, what’s the difference? Oh, at that multi-year 
contract? What’s that going to cost the Tribe if he goes to jail? It won’t be cheap.  

Tribal Council never posts any of the expenses they incur. No one ever gets an 
accounting for how their money is spent. No one.  

But now, somehow, this time, this arrest, people on the outside heard about it. 
Light is squeaking into those dark rooms. Doors are being pried open and snakes 
are crawling, writhing in discomfort at being discovered.  

We are, collectively, less and less dazzled by the complexity of going nowhere.  
We want answers. This system of corruption follows the same exact pattern in 
every Reservation where there are government agencies unwilling to even 
pretend to do their jobs. 

I am disgusted with Bentley Grey Bear for his abusive behavior. His Father’s 
Ghost should have a word or two with him.  That he, as a police officer, decided 
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that a 13-yr old girl who was raped, had consensual sex because the 30+ yr old 
man said she ‘wanted it’, and refused to investigate it as a rape, gives me even 
more insight into that slimy core where once a man was growing, but instead, 
worms took over.  It’s not rape if the Rapist says she wanted to be raped?  I gave 
up on Bentley, long, long ago. I think he gave up on himself, long before I did.  
He is an abuser so naturally, he would take the rapist’s side in this.  

He is but a twig on a giant tree of corruption.  He’s small fry. He’s so bad, he 
stinks, but he is far from the worst out there.  

I can’t find who said it, but the saying goes: “Many will strike at the branches of 
the tree of corruption, but few will strike at its roots.” I think it was Edmund Burke. 
Not sure.  

None of this would be happening on the rez, on any rez, if people in powerful 
positions of authority were not desiring it to be exactly this.  And if those who like 
to keep the power, also like to keep us ignorant of our own True History, so we 
don’t see:  

1.) How this all began 

2.) How this affects all of us 

3.) Where this will all lead--- and most importantly,  

4.) Who benefits from this by power, position, and great wealth.  

Think about it: Who hangs out together? Whom do these politicians and 
Government Agency Heads socialize with? Whom do the Judges socialize with? 
Who is at these big shiny fundraisers?  

You think they don’t know what is going on? If they didn’t, by now, especially 
after Penn State, they would be trying to find out.  Especially since the crimes are 
the ugliest kind and affect every aspect of our future: Economically, health, and 
safety.  

They know. They are the ones pushing the levers telling the FBI to go out there 
and shut this thing up.  They are the ones telling the BIA to silence the whistle 
blowers.  They aren’t saying “Fix this! Protect those Children!” Because if they 
were, it would have been done by now.  They are the ones with influence.  They 
cultivated that influence over years, decades, generations.  It’s what they live for.  

Somebody wants us only to look at Fighting Sioux Logo as the only resonating 
issue within the First Nations Community. It isn’t.  Those who are leading that 
charge, beating that dead horse, if they are fighting for a logo, are doing so with 
far more energy and vigor than if they were fighting for the life of a child.  Notice 
how the Fighting Sioux Logo team never speaks up about the children?  

Doesn’t that just seem weird? Never. About. The. Children.  But, they will 
fundraise and use Tribal Dollars to fight that logo in court. Lose that battle, 
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appeal it, lose that battle, dig it up and try and ride that horse again… all of this 
costs money.  

Media is happy to put cameras and microphones in front of them. If they are 
lucky, they get to see feathers, and hear them drum and sing an Honor Song. 
Wow.  

Widow Stalking 

Delores Yankton is the recently widowed woman, who, unfortunately for her, was 
married to the Uncle of the Turdlings.  Giles Yankton passed away and right at 
the funeral, Jackie Yankton started yelling in Delores’s face.   

Shortly thereafter, Roger started making threats that he’s going to take all the 
property for himself, and Giles had a lot of property. Nice property.  

But Giles had watched the Turdclan in action back when his brother, their father 
had passed away.  James Yankton, Sr. had been split up from Turdmother for 28 
years or so, and married to Pearl during most of that time.  Pearl was in her 80’s, 
in a wheelchair at James Senior’s funeral. James pushed her around and was 
quietly making threats to her, starting then.  He and his brothers fought to take 
every last dime from that old woman.  They have enough corrupt government 
agents and I am sure, judges, that they made what was left of her life, hell on 
wheels.  

Giles saw that. He was, apparently, no fan of the Turdlings.  He took his wife to 
the lawyer and they put her name on everything he owned. EVERYTHING.  

But that is not stopping Roger from making threats directly to Delores about how 
he’s taking it all. How he’s going to grab her around her neck and throw her out 
of her house and take it for himself. He’s the chairman, he can do that. Who’s 
going to stop him? Bentley? BIA and their laughable ‘Strike Team’? (I always 
think of that puppet movie, “Team America” when I hear about the BIA and their 
‘Strike Team’) 

How do I know all of this? Because I’m hearing it from people I know and people 
I have never heard from. So many of you have sent me the face book postings 
by Delores, and told me the story, and it all matches, that I have to believe it is a 
real threat.   

Example:  

“Delores Yankton 3 hours ago · 

I think i should share this with my facebook friends just in case something 
happens to me,,"like an accident of any kind" Roger Yankton approched 
me at the casino yesterday and informed that he was coming to my house 
and "throw me out in the yard" well, for 20 yrs i shared this house with my 
husband and he put my name on everything we own. I also have 
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recording surveillance cameras in both of my front and back yards. I think I 
will start posting” 

And: 

“I'M GOING TO THE CASINO AGAIN TONITE.HOPE I HAVE MORE 
LUCK..AND ALSO I PRAY OLD WINNIE BOY STAYS AWAY FROM ME 
WITH HIS THREATS. WARNING ME THAT HE IS COMING OVER TO 
MY HOME AND STEAL MY CARS. MY TRUCKS, CARS AND 
EVERYTHING HERE IS MINE SINCE GILES DIED" 

She can’t stay locked up in her house forever. She has to get out, do her 
shopping, socialize. She knows they will kill her if they want to. I guess being that 
close to the Turdlings, all these years, she has seen what they do, and how easy 
they get away with it.  

Many of you have asked me to post those two items. There are several more, but 
those two convey it pretty well.  Thank you all, who have contacted me to give 
me the details.  

So, really, no one is safe out there. Not the children, not the Elderly, not the 
recently widowed.   

You sort of get an image in your mind of what life is like for those who survive 
long enough to be terrorized when they are again, most vulnerable.  

Is that what we are paying all those government agencies to do? Protect that 
kind of violence?  

The Rooster is crowing, dominoes are falling, levers are being pushed hard, … 
will the light switch come on? It will if we demand from our elected that they do a 
full investigation of the corruption, violence and involvement of the very agencies 
that should be protecting people, them and us, from the violence; then, now and 
the future that results from their actions.  

We are ALL Related. 

You know where to find me.  

~Cat 

 

 


